
Before a Court application 

can be made, both sides 

attend MIAM; Mediation                  

Information & Assessment 

Meeting 

Mediator signs  relevant    

section of C100 Court form 

The Family Court Process—Child Cases 

One side applies for Court 

Order. Court will refuse to 

issue application if            

applicant not attended a 

MIAM without good       

reason. Court form C100 is 

sent to nearest Family 

Court with £215 application 

fee. 

Court arranges    

Directions        

Hearing (DH) 

Cafcass checks 

with the local     

authority & police 

whether child is at 

risk in anyway. 

If both sides can agree, or the     

disputed issues are such that the 

Court can make a ruling there and 

then, the Court issues a    ‘Consent 

Order’ or an Order resolving the 

dispute 

If issues aren’t resolved at Directions 

Hearing, Judge/  Magistrate sets     

timetable for what happens next.   

Court may direct both sides to attend             

Mediation together, or to individually    

attend Separated  Parents                 

Information Programme SPIP). 

    Directions Hearing takes place if child is 

at risk of harm, taking into account of the 

checks Cafcass have carried out. DH 

attended by both sides, Judge/              

Magistrate & CAFCASS Officer. Aim is to 

work out:- what can be agreed & what 

can't be agreed.  If child is at risk of harm.  

If child not at risk, Court  encourages    

parents to reach  agreement in child's   

best  interests. If agreement reached, process ends & 

        

 

If agreement isn’t reached  

Judge/ Magistrate may ask CAFCASS Officer 

to prepare a report based on:- 

Child’s/ children’s wishes, 

 feelings, physical, educational, emotional 

needs, age, gender, characteristics,       

background,  possible risk of harm to the 

child, ability of  parents to meet child's 

needs, including any Orders the Court has 

the power to make in the child's interests. 

Mediation and / a SPIP is attended by 

both sides. If an agreement is 

reached the Judge/ Magistrate may 

stop the Court Process & will issue a                 

Consent Order 

It is worth remembering that the 

Court WANT people to be                

responsible for making their OWN 

decisions and will encourage BOTH 

sides to reach an agreement! 


